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Hilbert’s sixth problem

Hilbert’s sixth problem asks for the axiomatic derivation of the laws of physics
from first principles. A main example is justifying the laws of statistical physics
starting from the laws of dynamics.

Statistical laws govern macroscopic quantities (temperature, pressure, fluid
velocity), and are typically time irreversible (second law of thermodynamics).

Dynamical laws govern microscopic quantities (trajectories, orbits), and are
typically reversible in time (Newton’s laws, Hamilton’s equations).

This passage from the reversible to the irreversible comes as a result of an
averaging and limiting operations, which creates an arrow of time. The rigorous
justification of this passage constitutes the main problematic.
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Classical example: Boltzmann’s kinetic theory

The passage from the microscopic to the macroscopic happens via an
intermediate mesoscopic scale given by kinetic theory.

Boltzmann’s kinetic theory: Suppose we start with a system with N particles,
each of radius r undergoing elastic collisions. Then, one can derive an effective
equation for the one-particle density function F

(1)
N (t, x, v). Namely,

(∂t + v · ∇x)f(t, x, v) = Q(f, f). (Boltzmann’s equation)

The justification of this approximation was a big challenge (Lanford,

Cercignani-Illner-Pulvirenti, Gallagher-Saint-Raymond-Texier, Pulvirenti-Saffirio-Simonella).

Lanford’s Theorem (1975): Boltzmann’s equation appears as an effective

equation for F
(1)
N (t, x, v) in the limit as N →∞ and r → 0 in the

Boltzmann-Grad scaling law

ρ := Nrd−1 ∼ 1 .

The approximation F
(1)
N (t, x, v) ≈ f(t, x, v) holds in the limit N →∞ and r → 0

for times O(ρ−1). This kinetic framework has been highly informative and was
extended to many other particle systems.
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Hilbert’s sixth problem for wave systems

Having realized that waves are as fundamental objects as particles, twentieth
century physicists drew a parallel theory of statistical mechanics for nonlinear
wave systems.

The microscopic dynamics is given by a nonlinear dispersive PDE. Instead of a
large number of particles, we have a large number of waves (modeled by Fourier
modes) in a box of size L with L→∞. These waves undergo “collisions”
through the nonlinear interactions given by the dispersive system.

We consider the Nonlinear Schrödinger equation{
(i∂t + ∆)v(t, x) = |v|2v, x ∈ TdL
v(t = 0) = v0(x)

(NLS)

where TdL = L ([0, γ1]× [0, γ2]× . . .× [0, γd]). We say the torus is irrational if

γ1, . . . , γd are rationally independent (~k · ~γ 6= 0 if ~k 6= 0), and generically
irrational if they also satisfy a diophantine condition.
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Understanding the long-time behavior deterministically is practically impossible
due to the rich set of possible long-time behaviors (like periodic, quasiperiodic,
soliton-like, etc). Even on Rd, where the asymptotic behavior might be
understood (e.g. scattering), the intermediate time behavior of large solutions is
not. As such, just like for particle systems, a statistical approach is needed to
understand the behavior of “generic” solutions.

Parameters of the problem. In addition to L, the characteristic size λ of the
solutions is important: Adopt the ansatz

v = λu, ‖u(t)‖L2
x(Td

L
) = 1.

The equation satisfied by u is given by (after rescaling space){
(i∂t + ∆β)u(t, x) = λ2|u|2u, x ∈ TdL := L[0, 1]d

∆β = β1
∂2

∂x21
+ . . .+ βd

∂2

∂x2
d
.

Introduce α := λ2L−d as the characteristic size of the nonlinearity.

Heuristically, generic functions in L2(TdL) have L∞ norm O(L−d/2) and as such

‖λ2|u|2u‖L2 . λ2‖u‖L2‖u‖2L∞ . λ2L−d =: α.
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Well-prepared data

Like in the many-particle case, we start with a random distribution of initial
data. This corresponds to taking random and independent Fourier modes for uin

as follows:

uin(x) = L−d
∑
k

ûin(k)e2πik·x, ûin(k) =
√
nin(k)ηk(ω).

Here, k ranges over ZdL = L−1Zd, a lattice with mesh L−1 (which tends to
continuum as L→∞), nin is a Schwartz function on Rd, and ηk(ω) are i.i.d.
normalized Gaussian random variables. Such data is called well-prepared since

E|ûin(k)|2 = nin(k).

The goal of the wave kinetic theory is to understand the distribution of the
Fourier modes at later times, and the central quantity is

E|û(t, k)|2.

The kinetic dynamics appear in the limit when L→∞ and α→ 0; this replaces
the limits N →∞ and r → 0 in Boltzmann’s particle theory.
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Wave Kinetic Theory, a.k.a. Wave Turbulence Theory

Kinetic Conjecture: In the limit as L→∞ and α→ 0 (weak nonlinearity), the

effective dynamics of E|û(t, k)|2 is given by the Wave Kinetic Equation,
rescaled to the kinetic time Tkin := α−2. Namely, one expects that

E|û(t, k)|2 = n(
t

Tkin
, k) + o(1), as L→∞ and α→ 0, (APPROX)

where n(t, ξ) solves the (WKE) with initial data nin, and u(t) solves (NLS) with
the well-prepared initial data uin.
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The wave kinetic equation

The wave kinetic equation was (formally) derived in the physics literature, and
has the form {

∂tn = K(n, n, n)

n(0) = nin,
(WKE)

where

K(n, n, n)(ξ) = 2

∫
ξ1,ξ2,ξ3∈Rd

ξ1−ξ2+ξ3=ξ

δR(|ξ1|2β − |ξ2|2β + |ξ3|2β − |ξ|2β)

n(ξ1)n(ξ2)n(ξ3)n(ξ)

(
1

n(ξ1)
− 1

n(ξ2)
+

1

n(ξ3)
− 1

n(ξ)

)
This the wave analog of Boltzmann’s equation. Note that this kinetic
approximation features a passage from the time reversible NLS equation into the
time-irreversible wave kinetic equation. One can also study inhomogeneous
versions thereof in which n is also space-dependent and the LHS of the (WKE)
has a transport term.
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Physics and related mathematical literature

The emergence of wave turbulence theory was roughly in the 1920s. Since then,
this kinetic formalism was generalized to many nonlinear wave systems: cf.
Hasselman’s eq’n in the context of water waves, the Phonon Boltzmann
equations for anharmonic crystals, and also WKE in plasma theory.

It is highly informative in applications (oceanography, optics, crystals, plasma
theory, etc.). Most notably, it leads to a formal framework of turbulence for
nonlinear waves, hence the name wave turbulence theory. Indeed, it gives
conclusions similar to those made in hydrodynamic turbulence, namely
power-law cascade spectra. These come as special stationary solutions of (WKE),
called the Kolmogorov-Zakharov cascade spectra, that were discoverd by
Zakharov in the 1960’s (see Nazarenko’s monograph for a textbook treatment).
Also see work of [Escobedo-Velázquez, Soffer-Tran, . . . ] for more rigorous results
on those solutions.

Influenced by this field of physics, the initial focus of related mathematical
research was on constructing solutions that exhibit growth of Sobolev norms.
Such growth is predicted by the above KZ-spectra. (cf. Bourgain, Staffilani,
CKSTT, H., Guardia, Kaloshin, Haus, Procesi, Maspero, etc).
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Rigorous Derivation of (WKE)

A central question is to give a rigorous justification of this kinetic approximation
in (APPROX). Mathematically, this provides a precious insight into the generic
longtime behavior of solutions of (NLS), including questions related to energy
cascade and growth of Sobolev norms. Physically, this is also important to
understand the exact regimes and limitations of wave turbulence theory.

In terms of previous work, there are a few related works like [Lukarinnen-Spohn]
and partial results [Faou], [Dymov-Kuksin], etc.

The first attempt at the full problem was in the work of
Buckmaster-Germain-H.-Shatah [BGHS’19]. There, in the setting of generic
irrational tori and for d > 3, the approximation (APPROX) was shown to hold
for times t 6 T∗(α,L) where 1� T∗(α,L)� Tkin.

Later works by [Deng, H.] and [Collot-Germain] improved this approximation
interval considerably, all the way up to times t 6 L−εTkin for arbitrarily small
ε > 0, and for some particular scaling laws.
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Scaling Laws

A scaling law dictates the relative rates of the limits L→∞ and α→ 0. We saw
an example of it in Lanford’s theorem, which imposes the Boltzmann-Grad
scaling law Nrd−1 ∼ 1.

A priori, we may consider various scaling laws α = L−γ where 0 6 γ 6∞. The
case γ = 0 would correspond to taking the L→∞ limit followed by the α→ 0
limit, and vice versa for the case γ =∞.

Not all scaling laws are admissible by the kinetic theory, and the admissible
scaling laws depend on the “shape” of the domain (i.e. aspect ratios). For
general tori (no genericity assumptions), only 0 6 γ 6 1 is admissible, and for
generic tori the range widens to 0 6 γ 6 d/2. The interest in one scaling law
over another might depend on the physical context.

The work of [Deng-H. 2019] proved the approximation up to times t 6 L−εTkin

for the scaling laws γ = 1 and γ = ε (two favorable scaling laws). It also
included partial results for other scaling laws. The work of [Collot-Germain
2019] also gave the same result for γ = 1. See also [C-G ’2020].

All these works fail to reach the kinetic timescale Tkin. A full justificaiton of the
equation should reach times scales t ∼ δ · Tkin where δ > 0 is independent of L
and α.
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Main theorem

In a recent joint work with Yu Deng, we are able to give a full derivation of the
(WKE).

Theorem (Deng-H., 2021)

Consider (NLS) on the torus TdL with d > 3 and with generic β. Assume that
nin ∈ S(Rd) and uin is well-prepared. Let α = L−1 and Tkin = α−2. Then there exists
δ < 1 fixed, and an absolute constant ν > 0 such that for L large enough it holds that

E|û(t, k)|2 = n(
t

Tkin
, k) +O(L−ν)

uniformly in (t, k) for t ∈ [0, δ · Tkin]. Here n(t, k) solves the wave kinetic equation
with data nin.
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Remarks on the result

This is the first result of its kind for any nonlinear dispersive system.

While this result is stated for the scaling law α = L−1 for definiteness, the same
proof extends to scaling laws of the form L−γ for γ smaller but close to 1. For
such scaling laws, no genericity assumption on the shape of the domain is
needed. We plan to study the scaling laws 0 6 γ < 1 in a future work.

The scaling law α = L−1 carries a particular mathematical importance, because
of the way the result scales back to the unit torus. Since Tkin = α−2 = L2, the
result translates into a time ∼ 1 result on the unit torus. In particular, we
obtain the dynamics of the Littlewood-Paley projections of the Gibbs measure in
3D. This links our theorem to the (still open) problem of invariance of Gibbs
measure for the 3D cubic NLS, which is the only remaining unsolved Gibbs
measure problems after the recent works of Deng-Nahmod-Yue.

A common major difficulty to overcome for both problems is the probabilistic
criticality, as we shall explain below. Prior to this work, no such results existed
even in the parabolic setting.
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High-level overview of the proof

The basic starting point in the proof is to perform a power series expansion of
the solution, and write it as

u = u(0) + u(1) + . . .+ u(N) + (remainder).

Each u(n) represents the order n Picard (Duhamel) iterate. It is a multilinear
Gaussian expression that can be represented by a tree with n branching nodes
(scale n tree).
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Trees and couples

û(t, k) can be represented as a sum of decorated trees, with Fu(n) being a sum
over all decorated ternary trees of scale n.

As such, the E|û(t, k)|2 is a sum over paired couples of trees, due to the initial
independence of the Fourier modes (E (ηk1 . . . ηkrη`1 . . . η`r ) = 0 unless
{k1, . . . , kr} = {`1, . . . , `r}). We call those couples.

Enemy 1: There are O(n!) couples at scale n, which presents a major
obstruction to the convergence of the power series expansion.

Enemy 2: The iterate u(n+1) is better than u(n) only be a factor of δ (rather
than a factor of L−ε). This is a reflection of the critical nature of the problem.
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Criticality

Tkin can be understood as the longest timescale for which the power series
expansion is valid.

In [Deng, H. 2019], we treated the full subcritical regime where |t| 6 L−εTkin.
There, each u(n+1) is better than u(n) by a factor of L−ε. As such, we only
needed to expand the solution up to N = O(ε−1) to prove the approximation.
We estimated this long, but finite, expansion by exploiting the subtle
combinatorial structure of the trees. This is highly nontrivial, but it can be done.

In our critical setting here, the best thing we can hope for u(N) is an estimate of
the form O(δN ), and for this to be an error term for the approximation (i.e.
. L−ν), we need to have N > logL

log(δ−1)
, which diverges with L.
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Enemy 2: Factorial divergence

Recall that E|u(n)|2 is the sum of O(2n!) couples. If all these couples have size
∼ δn (as many of them do!), we are doomed to failure.

Central Question/Strategy: Can one classify the couples into groups, such
that those saturating or almost saturating the worst-case-scenario estimates are
relatively few and do not lead to factorial losses in n, while the remaining
(factorially many) couples satisfy much better estimates than the worst-case
scenario, i.e. feature a gain of powers of L, which is sufficient to offset the
factorial loss?

One would hope that the couples with almost saturated estimates would be
small perturbations of the “leading” ones that converge to the iterates of
(WKE). Unfortunately, these are not the only ones.

We identify three families of couples with almost saturated estimates: The first
family, which we call regular couples, are essentially the leading ones that
converge to the iterates of the wave kinetic equation, plus some similar couples
whose contribution cancel out in the limit. The second family, which we call
irregular chains, also lead to almost saturated estimates, but they feature a
major cancellation. The last family, which we call Type II (molecular) chains,
satisfy a favorable L1 (in time) bound that makes its contribution acceptable.
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Non-regular couples

The good news is that there are only O(Cn) couples that lead to almost
saturated estimates, whereas the remaining (factorial in n) number of couples all
feature a gain in L. This is the content of our main rigidity theorem.

The theorem says that if one performs a type of surgery on an arbitrary couple
to remove all its regular sub-couples, all its irregular chains, and all its Type-II
molecular chains (which are exactly the structures that lead to almost saturated
estimates), then we are left with a reduced structure whose estimate features a
gain L−r, where r is comparable to the size of this structure!

The number of possibilities of such structures is r!, so this gain of L−r is enough
to offset the factorial divergence since L−rr!� L−ν if r 6 N ∼ logL.

The proof of this rigidity theorem is quite sophisticated, and involves recasting
the problem of counting couples into counting another family of combinatorial
structures that we call molecules. This is followed by running a “computer
program” to reduce and count these molecules effectively.
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Final remarks

The analysis of each of the couple families mentioned above requires a different
genre of argument, ranging from sophisticated combinatorial constructions, to
analytic ones, and also number theoretic ones.

Once this picture is made clear, the estimate on the remainder term is relatively
easier and can be derived from the analysis above.
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